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What is it?
Whats is it?

Vertical solar LED street light pole is an advanced combination 

with latest technology. It adopts the cylindrical solar modules as 

a revolutionary design in 2019. The vertical solar module is 

based on modular conception which can be easily mounted to 

any kind of pole within diameter 155mm, It adopts 

mono-crystalline solar panel with high efficiency up to 21.2% 

and more than 20 years lifetime.  It has a flexible modular design 

and with much aesthetical appearance. And it has a great 

performance in wind resistance than regular solar panel. The 

complete solar pole only includes two functional components 

including solar cylinder and solar light head which can  be 

connected to each other directly by MC4 connectors. The 

battery and solar controller are built inside of light fixture. The 

powers of solar light heads are from 20W to 120W to meet 

most requirements of projects.

Vertical solarled street light pole is a premium and advanced 

product. It is designed specially for these projects concerning a 

lot on aesthetical appearance with high luminous flux, durable 

quality system and long time use without any maintainence.

Introduction

Philippines 2019 south asian games was a remembered as a 

very significant game. We are so proud that there were more 

than 240 complete set of dual heads solar led street lights 

installed long the road of the stadium park.  There were more 

than 41 competiors who bidded this philippines national 

project.  Because of the unique design, SolarWrap vertical solar 

street light were selected as the major solar lighting products 

for the main road of the sport park.

Successful Case



The designs of vertical solar modules are already registered 

successfully in the China patent database. 

Auroras did not authorize any company to produce this 

product. In 2020, we have noticed that a company has copied 

our products. ABV will pursue the relevant legal liabilities of the 

counterfeiters at the right time and compensate them for 

related losses. The infringing products they produce may be 

seized by law enforcement agencies during the production 

process, and also faces the risk of being confiscated by the 

customs during the export process from China.

Therefore, in order to protect your legal rights and interests, 

please do not buy counterfeit products to avoid losses. The 

companies ( part of) who have infringed our patents are as 

below.

Intellectual Property Statement

Patent NO. : ZL 2018 2 2208400.8 Patent NO. : ZL 2018 2 2208483.0



Polular Items Recommend

Order code

LED power

Luminous flux(lm)

Power of solar module

Vertical solar module

Battery capcity

System voltage

Pole height

Programmable

Warranty

S08040008

80W

>10,800lm

400W Q100 4pcs

Monocrystalline 

25.6V 768WH

24V - MPPT

10 meters

Yes

5 years

80W
Order code

LED power

Luminous flux(lm)

Power of solar module

Vertical solar module

Battery capcity

System voltage

Pole height

Programmable

Warranty

D03040007

30W  2pcs

>4,800lm 2pcs

400W Q100 4pcs

Monocrystalline 

460WH 2pcs

12V - MPPT

7 meters

Yes

5 years

30W*2

Order code

LED power

Luminous flux(lm)

Power of solar module

Vertical solar module

Battery capcity

System voltage

Pole height

Programmable

Warranty

S06028006

60W

>8,800lm

280W Q140 2pcs

Monocrystalline 

12.8V 615

12V - MPPT

6 meters

Yes

5 years

60W
Order code

LED power

Luminous flux(lm)

Power of solar module

Vertical solar module

Battery capcity

System voltage

Pole height

Programmable

Warranty

S03020005

30W

>4,800lm

200W Q100 2pcs

Monocrystalline 

12.8V 460WH

12V - MPPT

Yes

 meters

5 years

30W

Order code

LED power

Luminous flux(lm)

Power of solar module

Vertical solar module

Battery capcity

System voltage

Pole height

Programmable

Warranty

D08060010

80W*2

>10,800lm 2pcs

600W Q100 6pcs

Monocrystalline 

1075WH 2pcs

24V - MPPT

10 meters

Yes

5 years

80W*2
Order code

LED power

Luminous flux(lm)

Vertical solar module

Solar cell

Battery capcity

System voltage

Pole height

Programmable

Warranty

S10056010

100W

>13,800lm

560W Q140 4pcs

Monocrystalline 

1075WH

24V - MPPT

10 meters

Yes

5 years

100W
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Patented Design

Advantages 

Patented Design

Easy to Clean

SolarWrap can be used in any type of poles and designs without 

dismantling them makes the application. Poles can be sourced 

separately, the detachable design with adjustable spacing brackets 

helps the mounting easy in every pole.

6 slim solar panels are fixed tightly on a hexagon frame. so it ensures 

50% of solar panel will face to sunshine at any time of the day. 

This solar cylinder module is based on modular design concept for 

easy installation and disassembly. It can be quickly and easily 

mounted on any suitable pole.

SolarWrap solar cylinder module is designed based on advanced 

concepts and manufactured in high

standards. PCT pre-registration was processed in 180 countries to 

protect market.

The cylindrical design reduces the wind resistance area, and each 

module is directly fastened to the pole by 12 screws for better wind 

resistance. It can stand well against even 10 grade typhoon.

Less dust will fall on surface than regular solar panel. Worker can 

clean it easily standing on ground with a long handle brush. no need 

lift. higher work efficiency and less maintenance cost.

The relatively large size of solar panels on the pole top has made the 

solar lighting not an option for the areas where the design aesthetics 

and decorative lighting applications are used. SolarWrap module 

systems is the real answer which is compact and fully integrates on 

the pole and available in custom colors to match the design of the 

pole.

Solar cylinder modular mounted in vertical, it is not easy to be 

covered by snow as regular solar panel. Ensure enough power can 

be generated even in very snowy climate. Never worry black out.

Universal Application

360° Full Day Charging

Modular Installation

Strong Wind Resistance

Never Snow Covering

Design Aesthetics



Pole Drawing
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Data Sheet of Solar Module

 

228

3743

228

200

97

Pole Diameter
70mm~160mm

110W 1160mm

200

226

Q100

Aluminium Alloy

228*200*1160mm

100W    

18V  5.56A       

3 sets    

MONO made in Taiwan

21.20%

MC4  0.6 meter

-30℃ ~ +70℃

>20 years

17.50kg / 18.80kg

5 years

Item number

Structure  

Dimensions

Pmax

Vmp & Imp 

Qty per system

Cell type

Solar cell efficiency

Cable

Operating temp.

Lifetime

N.W / G.W

Warranty

Dimension



Adopted 64pcs  of led 
chips philips SMD5050 as 
light source ,driven by less 
rated input current, It 
reaches high lumens 
luminous output up to 
160lm/watt.

High Luminous Output

100% pure energy 
from sun. No bill for 
electricity anymore. 
No pollution. Endless 
power from nature.

Green Energy

It adopted streamlined 
design concept with  

better wind resistant 
performance and 

appearance. Designed 
specially for premium 

quality projects requests.

Design Aesthetics

Using superb quality 
battery with long lifetime. 

deep cycles. Working 
well in low and high 
temperatures at -20

℃~+65℃. Maintenance 
free for years without 

extra cost.

Long Lifetime

Quality lithium battery 
with long lifetime and 

mppt solar controller are 
built inside of light, Only 
need to be connected to 

solar panel via MC4 
connectors and turn on 

button. Simple 
installation.

Compact Sturcture

The pioneer model 
on market based 
on “PLUG and 
PLAY” idea. 
Patents in utility & 
appearance 
registered

Patented Design

Up to 12 hours solar 
light head can work 
with 100% power 
continuously. Using 
energy saving modes, 
Autonomy can reach to 
3~4 days max without 
charging.

Long Autonomy

Smart MPPT solar 
controller built-in, 
Even after the 
products are 
installed, the lighting 
scheme can be 
reconfigured or 
adjusted

Programmable

60W  8800LM

Solar Light Advantages



Item Number

LED Source

LED Rated power

Luminous Flux(lm)

Color Termpature

Beam Angle

Vertical Solar Panel 

LifePO4 Battery

Charging Time

Discharging Time

Battery Lifetime

Battery Autonomy

Working Temp.

IP Rating  

Working Mode

Certificates

HERMES  T6

64nos 5W SMD5050 

60W 

>8,800lm 

4000K ~ 6000K 

153° x 75° (replaceable)

300W 18V  

12.8V 768WH 

6 hours

>20 hours

2000 cycles (It will be 80% of its Initial capacity after 2000 cycles)

2~3 days

-15℃ ~ +70℃

IP65

6 hours 100% + 6 hours 50% .  ( Can be programed by remote control )

CE  ROHS  IP67  IK08  LM79  LM82  TM21  FCC  CB  IECEE  

Specification Sheet

All in Two LED Solar Street Light
100Watts    140lm/W     MPPT Controller      LEDil Optics

483
678

276 102



Item Number SR-MES60

No-load loss

System voltage

Charging current

Max. solar panel power

Solar panel input voltage

MPPT tracking efficiency

Charging conversion efficiency

Load conversion efficiency

Output current

Load current accuracy

Max. load power

Load output voltage

Over-voltage protection

charging is prohibited below 0 °C

Overcharge voltage

26mA/12V; 15mA/24V

12V/24V

10A

130W/12V;260W/24V

<60V

>99%

90% ～ 96% 

90% ～ 96%

50mA～3000mA

±3% (load current ＞ 300 mA)

60W/12V

<60V

(over charge voltage+2V) ；×2/24V(25℃)

Yes, No

7.5V～15.5V；×2/24V(25℃)

Overcharge recovery voltage

Over-discharge voltage

Over-discharge recovery voltage

7.5V～15.5V；×2/24V(25℃)

7.5V～15.5V；×2/24V(25℃)

7.5V～15.5V；×2/24V(25℃)

Light control voltage

Light control delay

Operating temperature

Protection degree

Weight(g)

Dimensions (mm)

Battery Autonomy

5V～15V；×2/24V

1～50min

35℃ ～ +65℃ 

IP68

380

80*82*22.6mm

>3  days    

Parameters Value Adjustable

Solar Charge Controller



• Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) Battery

• Safest lithium chemistry with high energy density

• Built-in automatic protection for over-charge, 

   over djixharge, over current and over temperature

• Efficient & long-lasting up to 4000+ cycles DOD 50%

• >2000 cycles @0.2C, Charge/Discharge at 100% DOD,

• Internal cell balancing

• Wide temperature range: -20℃ ~ 70℃

• Maintenance free after installation

• Cost effective

Durable & Long Lifetime Battery

Item Number AI-LB12842

Battery Type

Nominal Capacity

Lifetime in cycles

Cell Type

Quantity of battery cell

Array Mode

AC Impedance Resistance

Charging mode

Charge voltage

Discharge Cut-off Voltage

Max. Continuous Charging Current

Max. Continuous Discharge Current

Max. Instantaneous Discharging Current

Storage Temperature

RH for Storage

LifePO4

12.8V 42AH  ( 538WH) 

2,000 cycles

32700 3.2V  6000mAH

28 pieces

8S5P

≤100mΩ  

Constant Current + Constant Voltage

14.6±0.05V

11±0.05V

10A

10A

30A

-5℃~35℃

65±20%

Operating Temperature

Size （L×W×H）

-20℃～60℃

140×245×75 mm

Item Value

LifePO4 Battery Pack



As the leader of vertical solar led street light in the world, It is auroras's honor 

that we provided more than 300 sets of vertical solar led street light for 2019 

south asian games hold in Philippine. Auroras won the contract sucessfully 

from 41 very poweful competitors.  The height of pole is 8 meters with two 

light heads, one light is 80W on top and the other one is installed in the middle 

of pole.  The vertical solar module is detachable from pole easily. It can be 

installed on groud and then lift it up when solar panel and solar lights are 

installed on pole properly.

Project Case (2019 South Asian Sea Games)



There are 87 sets of vertical solar led street lights installed at this parking area 

near a big Park, the light head is 30W HELIOS all in two solar led street light 

and using 2 pieces of 100W 18V vertical solar module. The height of pole is 

5meters.

Project Case - Car Parking Lot in New Zealand



The design of the poel for this project has a very asthetic appearance 

comparing with regular vertical poles, the vertical solar module are “inserted”in 

the pole properly and it looks like it is the part of the pole. 

There are one light head and dual light head and the pole is 8 meterss. It gives 

a very quality solar lighting performance and good appearance to the whole 

place. Totally 114 lights are installed at this site. 

Project Case - Car Parking Lot in New Zealand



The project called “Spark” located in Damman KSA was very great project, 

Auroras’s vertical solar led street light  is a very popular solution.

Different designs of poles from a few great customers were submited and 

installed at the site of project. As one of the last 2-3 competitors, Auroras is 

supporting our best support to client.

Project Case - Quoting New Project in K.S.A



Dual solar lights and single solar street light poles are installed in this parking 

area in bahrain. with 5 meters pole 20W led light source, it offers a high 

brightness performance at night. 

Parking Area in Bahrain



Quality components

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co., Limited (CATL) is a global 

leader in the development and manufacturing of lithium-ion 

batteries, with businesses covering R&D, manufacturing and sales in 

battery systems for new energy vehicles and energy storage systems. 

The company is committed to providing cutting-edge solutions for 

global new energy applications.

Established in 2009, SRNE SOLAR is a state level high-tech enterprise 

that specializes in the R&D, production and sales of solar charge 

controller, solar lighting controller, off-grid hybrid inverter, etc. At 

present, SRNE is one of the world’s leading suppliers of solar 

controller.

 

SRNE products have won the global customers’ trust because of the 

stable and excellent performance, which are not only popular in 

China, but also North America, Europe, Australia, Africa, Southeast 

Asia and other regions.

Nobody understands optics like LEDiL. We apply the art and science 

of light across the full spectrum of possible applications. Whatever 

your needs, we have the experience and the technological know-how 

to achieve extraordinary results.

Our light laboratory and exceptional optical knowledge means there 

is no guesswork; our optics hit the target every time with shaped and 

directed beams that maximise output and minimise cost. And 

because we do the science ourselves, we guarantee the results, both 

in optical performance and long-term durability.

At Bridgelux, we manufacture leading-edge, high performance light 

emitting diode (LED) chips with superior quality and reliability. Our blue 

LED chips are packaged into components such as LED emitters and 

chip-on-board arrays (COBs). Bridgelux chips are the basis for LED 

luminaires including, general lighting, signage, automotive applications, 

and camera flash for mobile appliances.



Email us

www.e-ablepower.com

+86 0756 8530887           +86 0756 8500385

+86 1535 5589 600

Sales@e-ablepower.com

2nd Building, 639# Huayu road, Zhuhai 519000, P.R.C

E-ABLE POWER TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
CONTACT US


